FOR THREE DIGIT ROUTES ON GROUND-MOUNTED SIGNS ONLY.

CODE MI-5b

* SPACE NUMERICAL LEGEND ABOUT THE VERTICAL CENTERLINE AND USE FEDERAL SERIES "D" FOR ANY NUMERICAL COMBINATION INVOLVING THE NUMBER "ONE", SUCH AS 188. USE SERIES "C" AS SHOWN FOR ALL OTHER THREE DIGIT COMBINATIONS.

ARIZONA

000

SIGN | NOMINAL DIMENSIONS (INCHES)
--- | ---
BIKE | A 30  B 24  C ¾  D 4¾  E 3  F 1¾  G 3¼  H 3½  J 3¾  K 5  L 6½  M 10½  N 2½E  O 1½  P 2½  Q 2  R *12C
MIN. | A 48  B 36  C 1  D 7  E 4½  F 24½  G 5¼  H 6¾  J 7½  K 9½  L 16½  M 3¾E  N 2¼  O 3¼  P 3  Q *18C  R
STD. | A 60  B 48  C 1½  D 9½  E 6  F 32½  G 7  H 6¾  J 10  K 12½  L 21½  M 5E  N 3  O 5  P 4  Q *24C  R
EXPWY. | A 48  B 36  C 1  D 7  E 4½  F 24½  G 5¼  H 6¾  J 7½  K 9½  L 16½  M 3¾E  N 2¼  O 3¼  P 3  Q *18C  R
FWY. | A 60  B 48  C 1½  D 9½  E 6  F 32½  G 7  H 6¾  J 10  K 12½  L 21½  M 5E  N 3  O 5  P 4  Q *24C  R
SPECIAL | A 48  B 36  C 1½  D 9½  E 6  F 32½  G 7  H 6¾  J 10  K 12½  L 21½  M 5E  N 3  O 5  P 4  Q *24C  R

COLORS:

LEGEND & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
BACKGROUND - WHITE (REFL)
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